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Intmduclion 

Microwave antennas integrated with active devices have attracted much interest in the world 

of microwave and millimeter-wave communications, because of their low profile, light weight, 

easy fabrication and suitability to mass production [l]. The authors have analyzed the actual gains 

of active dipole and loop antennas for television receiver and reported their broadband operations 

[2], [3]. The actual gain of a receiving active antenna is expressed in terms of the transdtux 

power gain of the amplifier circuit and the effective length of the passive antenna. Actual gains of 

active loop antenna are more than 3.5 dBd (relative gain to a half-wave dipole) for channels l-12 

from 90 to 222 MHq and more than 6.5 dBd for channels 13 - 62, from 470 to 770 MHz The 

active loop antenna is comparable to the conventional lo-element Yagi-Uda antenna for channels 1 

- 12 and the l&element Yagi-Uda antenna for chapels 13 - 62. However, in order to use it as the 

outdoor television reception antenna, its front-tuback ratio has to be improved. 

In this paper, a phased array active antenna composed of two active loop antennas is 

proposed for the reception antenna of the digital television in Japan will be planned to start at the 

frequencies from 470 MHz to 590 MHz in 2003. The high actual gain and front-to back ratio are 

reported. 

S~N&UT of active army antenna 

Figure 1 shows the structure of phased array active antenna and DC equivalent biasing 

circuit The feed point region of antenna element and CPW are printed on a polyimide film of 

thickness 45 p The relative permittivity of film is 3.5. The antenna element and CPW are 

covered by a film 50 un~ thick for protection The silicon transistor 2SC3604 is integrated at the 

feed point of the loop antenna. The characteristic impedance of CPW is chosen as 75 S2for 
impedance matching to the coaxial feeder of the television receiver [2]. The CPW also serves as a 

bias supply line to the amplifier circuit The available power gain of 2X3604 is 24 to 18 dB at 

frequencies from 90 to 770 MHz The self-bias circuit is adopted to suppress the undesired 

oscillation and to increase the stability. The output signals of two active antennas are added with 

different phase shifts $1 and 42 

Actual gain of active army antenna 

The receiving antenna ##i is expressed by series connection of the open-circuit voltage Voci 

and the input impedance zini. The amplifier circuit is represented by the scattering parameters. 
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The open-circuit voltage Vozi is defined by the inner product of the effective length Lei of the 

loop antenna and the incoming ehtric field Eo [4]: 

V&=Lei*Eo, i=l, 2 (1) 
The effective length of the receiving antenna is the same as that of the transmitting antenna [4]. 

The effective length Lei of the transmitting antenna is expressed using the radiation field E i(r) at 

’ the distance r from the feed point as [5] 

~(r)=&!.lexp(-j~~~.(~)~ . 
4n r ’ e1 

1 
Lei =Ii(o)J antenna #i 

[RXi,Ii(s’)IXR]eXp (itip .I?> dS’ 

(2) 

where Ii (s) is the current distriiution of antenna element ##i. Ii (0) is the feed point current of the 
antenna. In the numerical calculation, the mutual coupling between antenna elements are 

considered r] is the intrinsic impedance of free space, and R and ip are the position vectors of the 
observation point and the source point, respectively. ir is the unit vector along the antenna axis. 

The input impedance and radiation field of antenna element are calculated using the computer 

program WIPL developed by Kolundzija et al. [6]. In this program, Pocklington’s integral 

equation is solved using Gale&in’s method. The current expansion function and testing function 
are polynomials. In the calculation, antenna elements are approximated by wire antennas whose 
radii are Wii4 (i=l, 2). Since the dielectric film is very thin, its existence is not considered. 

In the measurement of the actual gain of active antenna, we used a standard half-wave dipole 

antenna as the reference of gain Therefore the actual gain of the active antenna is defined as the 
ratio between the average power received by the active antenna and that received by the half-wave 

dipole antenna. The actual gain of antenna element ##i is expressed as follows [3]. 

G . = ILei *Eo12 ls21i1211-rsi12 

a’ 

where the superscript s denotes quantities related to the half-wave dipole antenna. Tsi is the 
reflection coefficient at the input port of the amplifier toward the antenna #i. 

Numetical and experimental mults 

Figure 2 show the calculated electric field receiving patterns in the horizontal plane. Figure 3 

show the comparison between the calculated and measured receiving patterns in the horizontal 

plane. The phase shifts $1 and ~$2 in Fig. 3 are opposite phase to those in Fig. 2. The calculated 
patterns agree well with the measured data. Figure 4 shows the calculated actual gains of phased 

array active antenna. The actual gains are expressed in values relative to the half-wave dipole. 

Figure 5 shows the calculated front-bback ratio of active array antenna. When the distance 

between two loop antennas is 30 cm, the actual gains of more than 13 dBd and the front-to-back 

ratio more than 8 dB are obtained for the digital television frequencies from 470 to 590 MHZ 

Conclusion 

The phased array active antenna composed of two active loop antennas has been proposed for 
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Fig. 1 Structure and equivalent circuit of phased array active antenna. 

the reception antennas of the future digital television in Japan and its actual gain and front-to- back 

ratio have been anaIyzed. 
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(a) 470MHz (b) 530MHz (c) 590MHz 

Fig. 2 Calculated electric field receiving patterns in horizontal planes. 
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(a) 470MHz (b) 530MHz (c) 590MHz 

Fig. 3 Electric field receiving patterns in horizontal planes. 
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Fig. 4 Actual gains of phased array 

active antenna. 

Fig. 5 Front-to-back ratio of phased 

array active antenna. 
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